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To:
Morag Drummond[Morag.Drummond@ofgem.gov.uk]
Paul Heigl[PauI.Heigl@ofgem.gov.uk]; Keith Avis[Keith.Avis@ofgem.gov.uk]; William Elliott[William.Elliott@ofgem.gov.uk];
Cc:
Michelle Murdoch[Michelle.Murdoch@ofgem.gov.uk]; Marcus Porter[Marcus.Porter@ofgem.gov.uk]; Lindsay
Goater[Lindsay.Goater@ofgem.gov.u k]
From:
Jacqueline Balian
Sent:
2012-08-14T17:28:18Z
Importance:
Normal
Subject:
RE: CONSULTATION ON AMENDMENTS TO GB RHI GUIDANCE
Received:
2012-08-14T17:28:00Z

Hi Morag,
I will be away all the following week and as this is primarily a grants matter, Morag could you pull together the synopsis of responses to
the consultation and our proposed position and take them to Bob’s surgery to get a response in advance of the following Implementation
Board?
Many thanks

3acqueline Baliar~
Head of RHI Operations
New Scheme Development
9 Millbank
London
SW.1P 3GE
Tel: 0207 90.1 72.1.1

From: Marcus Porter
Sent: 14 August 2012 17:47
To: Jacqueline Balian; Lindsay Goater; Morag Drummond
C:c: Paul Heigl; Keith Avis; William Elliott; Michelle Murdoch
Subject: CONSULTATION ON AMENDMENTS TO GB RHI GUIDANCE
All
As you know, matters are proceeding apace in relation to the NI Scheme, including the preparation of guidance for the NI Scheme to
correspond with Vols 1 and 2 of the GB Guidance.
The starting point is the GB guidance and Michelle has been working through that to establish what modifications wilt be necessary in the
case of the NI guidance.
We are currently consulting in relation to proposed amendments to the GB guidance, notably concerning biogas production plants and
the consultation ends on 22 August.
DETI’s consultation on their own draft guidance is due to commence in the middle of September or thereabouts and I am conscious that,
if the amendments on which we are currently consulting on the GB side are indeed to be made, it is likely to be concluded that they
should be replicated in the DETI guidance.
In view of that and given the above timescales, it would be very helpful if a decision re the GB Guidance were to be taken as soon as
possible after 22 August, with a view to following suit with the DETI guidance, either by adding these amendments to the DETI guidance
or not as the case may be, according to the outcome of the GB consultation.
Marcus
Nlarcus Porter
Senior Legal Advisor
Legal Services: Commercial
9 Millbank
London
SW.1P 3GE
Tel: 0207 90_l 7479
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